In order to familiarize yourself with your new tent, we recommend you “test pitch” before your first adventure. For additional information please visit www.kelty.com.

Package includes: Tent carry bag, tent body, tent fly, two tent poles, guyline cords, and tent stakes.

1. On an even piece of ground lay out tent body and stake corners. Assemble poles, making sure all pole sections are fully connected at joints. Lay poles on top of tent body in an X pattern and set ridge pole off to the side as shown. Pro Tip: Do not shake poles out during assembly, take care of your gear and it will take care of you!

2. Insert poles tip into “Quick Corner” fabric sleeve, flex pole and insert the pole tip into opposite Quick Corner. Then repeat for the second pole. Then lift center tent body up to the poles & attach. Center clip goes on the top pole. Then work your way down and attach all clips. If you are unable reach the peak, simply unzip the door as shown and stand inside the tent so you can reach. Tip: Please unsure each pole is fully seated within each Quick Corner sleeve.

3. Locate the ridge pole, insert ridge pole tip into the connection pole above the door. Lean ridge pole towards tent and allow it to rest against the main poles in the center where they cross. Then walk around to the other side, flex pole and connect to the other side above the door. As you flex the pole keep your face away from the pole tip.

4. Drape tent fly over tent body. Please match colored webbing for correct rain fly and tent body orientation. Attach hook & loop on underside of fly (at guy out points) to poles. Attach rainfly buckles to tent body buckles at each stake loop. Stake out vestibule and all guylines. Retention as needed.

Thank you for your business! If you have any question please visit www.kelty.com or contact customer service.